[Health accuracy of Travnik cheese and quality standards of sanitary accuracy].
The aim of work was to determine a health accuracy of sheep milk and the final product Travnik cheese, as well as the quality standards of sanitary accuracy. The study was performed on 212 milk samples selected by random choice. The study involved observing the sanitary conditions of sheep milk and cheese production, as well as isolation and identification of causal agents of infective diseases in these products. The results showed the following agents isolated from milk and Travnik cheese: Escherichia coli from 179 samples (84.43%), Proteus spp. from 79 samples (37.26%), Coagulasis-positive Staphylococcus from 89 samples (41.98%) and sulfo-reducing Clostridium from 69 samples (32.54%). It is estimated that the health inaccuracy of Travnik cheese results from unsanitary conditions of sheep milk production, as well as the final product of Travnik cheese.